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AFIA Legislative and Regulatory Update 
  

Veterinary Feed Directive Final Rule Released; White House Holds Forum on 

Antibiotics 
Richard Sellers, American Feed Industry Association senior vice president of 

legislative and regulatory affairs, joined animal and health industry stakeholders 

Tuesday at the "White House Forum on Antibiotic Stewardship" hosted by the Obama 

Administration. The forum brought together key constituencies involved with the 

National Antibiotic Stewardship Program and announced the groups' commitment to 

implement changes and education during the next five years in an effort to combat 

antibiotic resistance. 

  

"AFIA and the feed industry have been committed from the very inception of the 

Veterinary Feed Directive as the feed manufacturers have an important role in 

delivering safe medicated feed to the livestock producer. As the role of VFD expands, 

our commitment only strengthens," said Sellers. 

  

During the meeting, a major government rulemaking came to fruition. The U.S. Food 

and Drug Administration released the final VFD rule--a large piece of FDA's plan to 

promote judicious use of medically important antibiotics in food-producing animals. 

The regulations revise the requirements for a VFD from a licensed veterinarian for 

medications and the responsibilities of the feed manufacturer when fulfilling the VFD. 

  

"AFIA was a principle author of the original VFD provision in the Animal Drug 

Availability Act of 1996 and I have seen it come from its roots in 1995 to the 

announcement made at the White House today," said Sellers following the event. "The 

final rule shows many improvements for the industry that will make the process more 

effective and timely." 

  

http://r20.rs6.net/tn.jsp?f=001i0V50Q3G7kldO7kvX6m1H_RemQvGNgyCia4V-voD1_uLRFOX0a2H_OAfuZNL9VM1PyJEuYIct8JuzOsdrmxZL33pNL4Qc7xwGKiBPgZQJm6kfZAqFWY5eaHcd3pLJ3ZAT_rVNp1ZXv3T_wRVdKhdtoYfX559F526ZJUbUTKo6lh2-l7CSKU5aADjRz4jnanoCDoezeE4CpBNcsh7EbT8dMZO4u7VxM1MOqC6-sQAGZE=&c=gAQr5i46NTABlmeOajIQ2zW7FxHr8XDowCi4305s4RjFzk9Qf2XMog==&ch=jG40XGJWZ3FvvyU9zYV_udXr6bgJ-Mf-oU9sw_bXHgkFXT6LgUy3fQ==


"At 100-plus pages, we have much to review, but at first glance we noticed the 

recordkeeping timeline is still a two-year requirement," Sellers said. "That's a concern, 

as we believed we had convinced FDA the two-year requirement should be reduced to 

one year to agree with the one-year recordkeeping requirement that appears in the 

Current Good Manufacturing Practices regulations (Title 21, C.F.R., Part 225)." 

  

"There was a massive rewrite of the veterinarian-client-patient relationship as well, 

which doesn't impact our members, but the veterinary community is a bit concerned. 

Another area of concern is the recordkeeping differences between distributors that 

don't manufacture feed and those that do," said Sellers. "We'll have to do some work 

and solicit comments on that." 

  

Sellers also noted the White House announcement Tuesday of a new plan to buy food 

for federal agencies from sources that utilize responsible antibiotic-use policies is 

"premature given FDA's judicious-use antibiotic policy doesn't go into full effect until 

December 2016, when animal drug sponsors remove production claims from approved 

animal drugs."  

  

"The memorandum announced yesterday sends the wrong message to both our trading 

partners and consumers," said Sellers. "It also focuses on hormone-free products--

which have not previously been part of the antibiotic discussion--and appears to imply 

hormone-free products are safer and should be preferred by consumers because the 

federal government, including our president, use them. However, FDA has made no 

announcements regarding any safety concerns about hormones approved for use in 

animals." 

  

AFIA will evaluate the final rule and continue to work with AFIA members to 

implement the changes appropriately in the timeframe provided. 

  

AFIA, with partners Feedstuffs and Elanco Animal Health, will host a webinar 

detailing the changes in the VFD final rule in the very near future. FDA has been 

invited to participate in the online event. 

  

  

AFIA Stresses Disappointment with FDA in Fed On-Farm Comments 
AFIA in its comments to the U.S. Food and Drug Administration today stressed 

concerns looming over the draft guidance for industry titled Ensuring Safety of 

Animal Feed Maintained and Fed On-Farm. At the top of the list, AFIA noted its 

disappointment with the agency as there was no national conference on feed use on-

farm, which would have decreased the need for AFIA's comments, as the organization 

would have already been granted great opportunity to provide input on concepts and 

principles.  
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"If a producer feels there is an issue with their feed, it is important to involve the 

manufacturer. Feed manufacturers determine a reportable food, and to do so, they need 

the information from the farmers," said Sellers. "If there is a problem, the 

manufacturer needs to know in order to prevent further distribution of the feed; and the 

sooner the better." 

  

AFIA expressed the need for proper dissemination of information regarding the 

guidance moving forward and stated its interest in a partnership with FDA in the 

process, provided certain changes within the language can be accommodated.  

  

AFIA also made note of FDA's failure to recognize and support the ongoing 

relationships between feed manufacturers and customers, particularly regarding quality 

programs, commenting "the tone of this document reads as if farms need to be 

protected from feed manufacturers." AFIA's comments go on to express the genuine 

relationship between the two entities, and asked FDA to encourage U.S. farmers to 

have continuous conversations with feed manufacturers about quality and safety 

programs. 

  

For more information on AFIA's quality program, Safe Feed/Safe Food, visit 

www.safefeedsafefood.org  

  

For more information on either of the topics above, please contact Sellers at (703) 558-

3569. 

  
 

The copyright law of the United States (Title 17, United States Code) governs 
the making of photocopies or other reproductions of copyrighted material. If 
you would like to photocopy, otherwise reproduce, or publish any of the 
foregoing material, please contact AFIA's Sarah Novak or Miranda McDaniel at 
(703) 524-0810 for permission.  
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